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FCA Authorisations Division and APCC Liaison Meeting Minutes, Monday 1st 
October 2018, at the offices of the FCA, 12 Endeavour Square, London, E20 1JN  

 

 

 

Attendees: 
 
Martyn Lewis   FCA Supervision  
Dominic Middleton  FCA Supervision 
Nick Hawke   APCC CEO 
Ian Beardmore   APCC Deputy Chairman (and working group Chair) 
Bev Robertson   APCC COO 
Gabby Holloway  APCC Membership Services 
Richard Warrington  Crowe Horwarth 
John Derry-Collins  IFACT Ltd 
 

1. Live and Local 

1.1 Martyn provided an overview of two Live and Local events the FCA are running specifically for 
Compliance Consultants following several requests from the APCC, these will be held in London and 
Cheshire. 

1.2 The FCA advised that it is too early for Consumer Credit Live and Locals but will be considered once 
the authorisation of firms had stabilised. 

1.3 The FCA did advise that firms should be encouraged to attend Live and Local 

2. Regulatory Round Up 

2.1 APCC provided the FCA with feedback it had collated following a request for members to provide 
feedback on the content of Regulatory Round Up.  The feedback was mainly positive and will be 
taken onboard by the FCA for future publications.  It was commented that Consumer Credit was 
not specifically referenced, but the FCA confirmed this would be addressed as and when they 
needed to get some consumer credit messages out to the industry. 

3. FCA feedback 

3.1 The FCA advised that they are always looking for feedback and market intelligence on firms who need 
to be on their radar for supervisory work. 

4. Gabriel 

4.1 The APCC raised that some firms could miss Gabriel deadline dates, and whilst they were 
continually fined, this did not seem to instigate Supervision, the FCA took this away to review and 
feedback on.  

5. BIBA 

5.1 Martyn advised that the FCA would be attending BIBA again next year, and this was also used as a 
good platform to invite firms along for a meeting with them. 

6. IDD 

6.1 The FCA advised they would be interested in undertaking a ‘post IDD’ event or speak on this at the 
APCC Spring Conference, Bev will discuss this with Gordon Findlay. 

 

Date of the next meeting; TBC  

 


